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I. Texas Core Curriculum Statement of Purpose: Through the Texas Core Curriculum, 

students will gain a foundation of knowledge of human cultures and the physical and 

natural world, develop principles of personal and social responsibility for living in a 

diverse world, and advance intellectual and practical skills that are essential for all 

learning. (www.thecb.state.tx.us) 
 
II. COURSE DESCRIPTION: Survey of British literature from the Eighteenth Century 

through the Modern Period. Study of the principle authors, works, and trends in British 

literature with readings from an anthology. Further development of literary analysis and 

composition skills. 

 
III. REQUIRED BACKGROUND/PREREQUISITES: Students must have successfully 

completed English 1302 or its equivalent before taking this course. 

 
IV. REQUIRED TEXTBOOK AND COURSE MATERIALS: 

The Norton Anthology of English Literature.  Ninth Edition. ISBN: 9780393919639 
 
Students taking the course for Honors credit must also purchase this novel: 
 
The Eyre Affair, by Jasper Fforde.  ISBN: 978-0142001806 

 
V. COURSE PURPOSE: – This course is designed to provide students with the abilities to 

recognize selected works of English literature from the Eighteenth Century through the 

Modern Period. Furthermore, to place the historical events in chronological sequence and 

correlate the philosophical and literacy activities with that time in history. 

 
VI. LEARNING OBJECTIVES 

1.   To be able to recognize selected works of English literature from the 18
th 

Century 

through the Post-Modern Period 

2.   To demonstrate an awareness that literature is a reflection of man’s continuing search 

into the human experience regardless of the time or locale in which it is written 
3.   To place the historical events in chronological sequence and correlate the 

philosophical and literary activities with that history 

 
VII. CORE OBJECTIVES: 

  Critical Thinking Skills: to include creative thinking, innovation, inquiry, and analysis, 

evaluation, and synthesis of information 

 
 Communication Skills: to include effective development, interpretation and expression 

of ideas through written, oral, and visual communication 

 
 
VIII. METHODS OF INSTRUCTION 

Lecture, discussion, and BlackBoard if taken Dual Credit/Hybrid/Online class 

 



IX.  METHODS OF ASSESSMENT 

 
1. An exam will follow each section and the film viewing of Jane Eyre. 

2. Each student will choose one of the following author/novel combos and write a 2000-word 

research paper regarding their selection: 

 Dracula 

 Frankenstein 

 Dr. Jeckyll and Mr. Hyde 

 Robinson Crusoe 

3.  Each student will practice and recite a poem, twice in the semester: 

Selections for Recitation 1 

 Blake, “London”  

 Wordsworth, “Expostulation and Reply”  

 Wordsworth, “The Tables Turned”  

 Byron, “She Walks in Beauty”  

 Shelley, “Ozymandias”  

 Keats, “Ode on a Grecian Urn”  

Selections for Recitation 2  

Tennyson, “Crossing the Bar” 

Dylan Thomas, “And Death Shall Have No Dominion” 

Elizabeth Barrett Browning, “How Do I Love Thee” 

Elizabeth Barrett Browning, “If thou must love me, let it be for nought” 

Hopkins, “God’s Grandeur” 

Matthew Arnold, “Morality” 

Charlotte Bronte, “Life” 

J.R.R. Tolkein, “Journey’s End” 

Oscar Wilde, “Under the Balcony” 

Oscar Wilde, “Magdalen Walks” 

J.R.R. Tolkein, “The Man in the Moon Came Down Too Soon” 

Lewis Carroll, “You Are Old, Father William” 

William Butler Yeats, “The Second Coming”  

  

4.  A final exam will test the students’ comprehensive knowledge of the course material. 

 

5. Honors students will take multiple quizzes over The Eyre Affair as we read it throughout the 

semester. 
 
 
 

X. COURSE/CLASSROOM POLICIES 
1. Regular and punctual attendance is required of all students.  If the student has six 

(6) absences, he or she will be dropped from the course. 
2. Students are expected to participate in class discussions and come to class having 

done the assigned readings. 
3. Late papers receive a deduction of one letter grade.  Papers more than one week 

late receive a zero (0). 

4. Any assessment reflecting cheating, plagiarism or any other form of academic 

dishonesty will receive a grade of zero.  Two instances of plagiarism results in 

http://rpo.library.utoronto.ca/poem/184.html
http://www.bartleby.com/145/ww133.html
http://rpo.library.utoronto.ca/poem/2373.html
http://plagiarist.com/poetry/?wid=2207
http://rpo.library.utoronto.ca/poems/ozymandias
http://www.eecs.harvard.edu/~keith/poems/urn.html
http://rpo.library.utoronto.ca/poems/gods-grandeur
http://www.well.com/user/eob/poetry/The_Second_Coming.html


automatic failure of the class. 

5. Adult behavior is expected of all students at all times.  Misconduct and disruptive 

behavior, including sleeping in class or using a cell phone, will result in 

immediate dismissal from class. 

6. Tutoring is available in the Golemon Library of Ranger College. 

7. ADA Statement: Ranger College provides a variety of services for learning 

and/or physical disabilities.  The student is responsible for making the initial 

contact with the Ranger College Counselor.  It is advisable to make this contact 

before or immediately after the semester begins. 

8. Do not use your phone in class; you will be counted absent if you’re on your 

phone. 

 
XI. COURSE OUTLINE/SCHEDULE:  

Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre, and The Eyre Affair 

 

Intro to the Romantic Period 

Blake 

Mary Wollstonecraft 

Wordsworth 

Coleridge 

Byron 

Shelley 

Keats 

 

Intro to the Victorian Period 

Bram Stoker 

Elizabeth Barrett Browning 

Tennyson 

Browning  

Arnold 

Robert Louis Stevenson 

Oscar Wilde 

Rudyard Kipling 

 

Intro to the Modern Period 

Conrad 

Virginia Woolf 

James Joyce 

D. H. Lawrence 

T.S. Eliot   

Auden



Dylan Thomas  

Derek Walcott 

Margaret Atwood 

 
XII. NON-DISCRIMINATION STATEMENT: Admissions, employment, and program 

policies of Ranger College are nondiscriminatory in regard to race, creed, color, sex, age, 

disability, and national origin. 

 
XIII. ADA STATEMENT: Ranger College provides a variety of services for students with 

learning and/or physical disabilities. Students are responsible for making initial contact 

with the Ranger College Counselor. It is advisable to make this contact before or 

immediately after the semester begins. 


